A conventional HMM-based speech synthesis system for Hanoi Vietnamese often suffers from hoarse quality due to incomplete F0 parameterization of glottalized tones. Since estimating F0 from glottalized waveform is rather problematic for usual F0 extractors, we propose a pitch marking algorithm where pitch marks are propagated from regular regions of a speech signal to glottalized ones, from which complete F0 contours for the glottalized tones are derived. The proposed F0 parameterization scheme was confirmed to significantly reduce the hoarseness whilst slightly improving the tone naturalness of synthetic speech by both objective and listening tests. The pitch marking algorithm works as a refinement step based on the results of an F0 extractor. Therefore, the proposed scheme can be combined with any F0 extractor.
Introduction
Statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) based on HMMs has drawn much attention in speech synthesis technology owing to its high flexibility and stable quality [1] . In this approach, the statistically trained models can acquire the voice characteristics and speaking style from a moderate amount of speech data of a recorded voice, then generate speech with high intelligibility and smoothness [2] . The whole training and synthesis framework makes use of little language-dependent information. Consequently, it has been applied to building numerous monolingual and multilingual speech synthesizers.
A couple of HMM-based Text-to-Speech (TTS) systems for Hanoi Vietnamese, the standard dialect of Vietnamese [3] , have been introduced recently [4] , [5] . Latest refinements being made to these systems involved in the integration of syntactic information and intonational tags to improve the overall naturalness of generated prosody [6] - [8] . Although the obtained results are promising, none of the above improvements are directly related to the perception of tones, the most dominant factor in the prosody of a tonal language like Vietnamese.
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mode. The realization of the F0 contour of a Vietnamese utterance is mainly the result of the interaction between the contributing tones, called tone coarticulation [9] . Not only for making the utterance's intonation, each tone has an essential role in the meaning of the associated syllable. Accurate modeling and synthesis of the tones, thus the F0 contour of a speech signal, is crucial for an HMM-based Vietnamese TTS system. A distinctive feature of Hanoi Vietnamese that makes the above task more challenging is that its tones are realized by a combination of pitch and voice quality (phonation type) [10] , [11] . Specifically, 3 out of 8 tones are often produced with some degree of glottalization, called glottalized tones. In one work [11] , "glottalization" is used as the cover term for glottal constriction and laryngealization (or creaky voice/vocal fry [12] , [13] ). In this paper, we use "glottalization" to cover any nonmodal phonation [16] that occurs during tone production and leads to speech waveform with irregular pitch periods, often accompanied by very low F0 values or voicelessness. Note that this definition of glottalization excludes glottalized events not related to the tone production [17] .
In HMM-based SPSS, speech parameters, including F0, have to be extracted from recorded waveforms prior to HMM modeling and generation [1] . Modern F0 extractors often assign erroneous F0 values or fail to detect any F0 (or periodicity) in glottalized waveform [13] - [15] . As a result, subsequent F0 modeling and generation suffer. Standard HMM-based TTS [2] uses multi-space distribution (MSD) to model and generate discontinuous F0 trajectories [18] . Faulty voicing decisions resulting from the F0 extraction phase will cause the deteriorately trained MSD-HMMs to synthesize voiced frames as unvoiced, resulting in hoarse speech, or to synthesize unvoiced frames as voiced, resulting in buzzy speech [19] . When listening to the output of our baseline HMM-based TTS system, we perceived that although the synthetic speech is highly intelligible, its overall quality is greatly degraded by the hoarseness frequently occurring at syllables bearing a glottalized tone. This is due to voiced (or F0) missing errors (i.e., voiced frames classified as unvoiced) caused by F0 trackers when dealing with glottalized waveform.
To alleviate the perceived hoarseness, popular solutions include the use of continuous F0 contours either for modeling [14] , [20] , [21] or for synthesis [19] . In this paper, we directly tackle the problem of F0 estimation in glottalized regions of a speech signal. The research of Ishi et al. [12] Copyright c 2015 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers suggests that a cross-correlation-based measure could help for the detection of similar successive glottal pulses in glottalized speech segments, where the waveforms often exhibit rather weak periodicity. Based upon this work, we propose a pitch marking algorithm, where the pitch marks [22] are propagated from regularly spaced pitch periods to irregularly spaced ones, from which the refined F0 contour of a glottalized tone is derived. This F0 parameterization method can be expected to reduce the hoarseness whilst improving the tone naturalness of synthetic speech. While the pitch marking procedure works as a refinement step based on the results of an F0 extractor, it is independent from the F0 extraction step. Therefore it can be combined with any F0 extractor.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the Vietnamese glottalized tones. Section 3 explains the problems with F0 extraction for the glottalized tones. Our proposed F0 parameterization method is described in Sect. 4, and the results of the objective and perceptual evaluations are reported in Sect. 5. Section 6 presents some discussions, and Sect. 7 concludes the paper.
Vietnamese Glottalized Tones
Vietnamese is a tonal language where each syllable carries a tone. The tone contributes not only to the syllable's meaning but also to the utterance's intonation. In terms of acoustic feature, a tone is represented by a contiguous F0 contour covering the whole syllable. A full description of the tone system of Hanoi Vietnamese can be found in several works such as [11, pp.120-123] or [3, pp.385-388] . Among the total of 8 tones, there are 3 tones often accompanied by glottalization, called glottalized tones. In one study [11] , glottalization is described as those abnormal activities of the glottis that lead to either "a tense gesture of adduction of the vocal folds that extends over the whole of a syllable rhyme" (referred to as glottal constriction or glottal interrupt) or "irregular vocal fold vibration" (referred to as laryngealization or creaky voice). According to the source-filter model of speech production, these irregular activities of the glottal source result in abnormal speech waveforms, causing troubles to F0 estimators. Table 1 summarizes some characteristics of the glottalized tones. In this paper, we uses the same tone identifiers (IDs) as in the research of Vu et al. [4] for brevity.
Problems with F0 Extraction for Glottalized Tones
In an irregular phonation like glottalization, even sounds re- garded as voiced (e.g., vowels and nasals) may show no obvious regularity in speech waveform. This makes the task of obtaining a useful estimate of F0 during glottalization rather difficult. For the current paper, we set out to choose RAPT [23] , which is included in the standard HTS toolkit [24] and was reported to obtain a fairly good performance in a voicing classification task for creaky voice [15] , as the conventional F0 extractor for comparison with our proposed one.
For the Hanoian female voice used in this study, we have observed F0 extraction errors that regularly occur when RAPT encounters syllables carrying a glottalized tone (hereinafter referred to as glottalized syllables). Figure 1 shows examples of waveform segments of voiced phones in glottalized syllables and F0 extraction results of RAPT together with referenced F0 data. As can be seen, the sudden increase of pitch period (or the sharp drop of F0), typically from double to triple, during glottalization is troublesome for an F0 detector like RAPT. In such cases, RAPT often fails to detect any F0 even if the lowest F0 for detection is set to a very low value, resulting in voiced missing errors (VMEs). Furthermore, gross F0 errors may appear when a glottalized waveform exhibits spurious periodicity or a period-doubled/diplophonic phonation [12] , [16] happens (which causes pitch halving/doubling errors). These errors occur quite often with glottalized syllables, which are prevalent in our training corpus, thus causing considerable effects on the performance of our HMM-based TTS system. Although voiced insertion errors (VIEs) (i.e., unvoiced frames classified as voiced) also appear (for example, in the last F0 samples in Fig. 1 b) , its effect is negligible compared to VMEs in both objective evaluation (Sect. 5.2) and perceptual tests [19] .
Proposed F0 Parameterization of Glottalized Tones
As directly estimating F0 from irregularly periodic waveforms due to glottalization is often problematic for a conventional F0 extractor, we propose a pitch marking algorithm to indirectly derive F0 estimates from the pitch marks. Pitch marks are the locations marking signal periods in a voiced speech segment, hence the distance between them inversely correlates with F0 values of the segment. The detection of pitch marks has drawn much attention in concatenative TTS using TD-PSOLA because its accuracy has direct influence on the quality of prosodic modification at waveform level [22] . In this paper, the pitch marks are means of deriving F0 parameters for statistical modeling, thus the precision of their locations is of lesser importance, making simpler marking algorithm be of potential use.
The principle of our marking algorithm is to propagate pitch marks period-by-period from region with regularly spaced pitch periods (called regular region) to region with irregularly spaced ones (called glottalized region). Normally, a glottalized syllable's waveform consists of both regular and glottalized regions, and their relative positions depend on where the glottalization occurs in the corresponding glottalized tone's production. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the proposed method, which is only applied to the glottalized syllables in an utterance. The proposed method can be seen as an F0 refinement scheme, thus can be combined with any F0 extractor. Detailed description of every processing stage is given in the following subsections.
Pre-Processing of F0s
The objective of this stage is to fix some of the gross F0 errors. Voiced segments with too short duration (e.g., less than 20 ms) are removed. Besides, F0s of a voiced segment subjected to a pitch doubling (or halving) error are replaced with the ones obtained by linearly interpolating F0s of the two neighboring voiced segments.
Detection of Pitch Marks in Regular Region
Given the above F0 estimates, corresponding pitch marks can be determined by any of available pitch marking algorithms. In the current work, we used a simple one presented in [25] to propagate the pitch marks from the middle to the both ends of each voiced isle on a pitch-synchronous basis. Two right-most marks and two left-most marks of each voiced isle will be used as anchor ones to detect potential marks in glottalized region. Figure 4 illustrates pitch marks detected in two regular regions (vertical dashed lines) for a syllable with Tone 3.
Detection of Pitch Marks in Glottalized Region
For those glottalized syllables having undefined F0s between the voiced isles or at the syllable's ending part, which are likely due to glottalized waveform, a pitch mark searching process need to be carried out to infer these F0 estimates. Here, prior knowledge about the glottalized tones is used to specify the search direction, given that the anchor pitch marks detected in regular regions are available. Tone 4 and Tone 6 have glottalization at the end, thus the search is only performed forward, starting from the rightmost anchor marks of a voiced isle toward the syllable's end; however, Tone 3 normally has glottalization in the middle, thus the search is performed both forward, starting from the right-most anchor marks of a voiced isle toward the syllable's end, and backward, starting from the left-most ones of a voiced isle toward the syllable's start. Since the procedures for searching forward and backward are identical, only the searching forward algorithm is presented next. For undefined F0 regions in syllables bearing Tone 3 where there exists both forward and backward pitch marks, an additional procedure need to be carried out to combine these marks into a unique mark sequence, described in Sect. 4.3.2.
Searching Forward for Pitch Marks
The searching forward problem can be formulated as follows: given the current pitch mark at time t and its pitch period P (computed as the time distance between the current mark and its preceding one), find the next pitch mark (if any) at time t = t + P + S , where P + S and S are the pitch period and period shift of the next mark, respectively. The search range for S can be found based on the variation range of consecutive pitch periods in glottalized region. Empirically, the next pitch period may range from half to triple of the current one. Let MinPR and MaxPR, respectively, the minimum and maximum ratios of the next period to the current one. While MinPR can be reasonably set to a value around 0.5 to account for sudden period contractions, MaxPR represents the degree to which the next period expands compared to the current one, thus reflecting the degree of glottalization of a particular speaker. Here, MinPR was set to 0.4, whereas MaxPR was tuned on a development In glottalized regions, the signal still exhibits its periodicity, though much weaker than regular regions. Pitch marks are expected to locate the signal periods, thus the signals around two consecutive marks should show some similarity. Hence, the strength of a next mark candidate can be measured by the cross-correlation coefficient between the signal around the current mark and the one around the next mark candidate as
where X t and Y t are the windowed signals centered at the current mark t and the next mark candidate t , respectively, and L is the window length for the cross-correlation calculation. Specifically, L was set to the current pitch period P, yet limited to 15 ms in order to avoid the effect of irregularly spaced glottal pulses in the strength measure [12] , and
where a(i) is the signal amplitude at the i-th sample. Then the strongest pitch mark candidate can be inferred from the optimal period shift, which is defined as Figure 3 depicts an example of pitch mark searching forward. The top plot shows previously defined and current marks in vertical solid lines and a candidate for the next mark (when the period shift is equal to zero) in vertical dash line. The bottom plot shows the cross-correlation variation over the search range for the period shift. The optimal shift was found at 5.5 ms, which means that the strongest mark candidate was on the right of the above candidate at a time distance of 5.5 ms. Finally, the strongest candidate is accepted as the next pitch mark only when its cross-correlation coefficient is larger than a pre-defined threshold. Setting this threshold Fig. 1 a was used. is important. A threshold that is too low (or high) will lead to an increase of pitch mark insertion (or missing) errors and thus VIEs (or VMEs). The cross-correlation threshold (CorrThs) was also tuned on the same development set used for tuning MaxPR.
The above pitch mark searching process is carried out repeatedly until an anchor mark or a boundary of the syllable is encountered. It may also stop earlier if the crosscorrelation coefficient of the strongest mark candidate is below the preset CorrThs, which means that the waveform around there is too irregular to proceed the pitch mark propagation. Figure 4 illustrates both of the above stopping conditions, where the forward search was stopped early and the backward search was stopped when an anchor mark was met. The searching forward algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Step 1: Initialization ForwardMarks = empty list t = right-most mark of the preceding voiced isle P = pitch period associated with the right-most mark
Step 2:
append t into ForwardMarks t = t P = P + S opt Until XCorr opt < CorrThs OR t exceeds the left-most mark of the following voiced isle or the syllable's end.
Step 3: Termination Withdraw the lastly appended mark from ForwardMarks and stop.
Combination of Forward and Backward Results
We try to obtain a consistent pitch mark arrangement from the forward and backward marks based on their comparative reliability. We notice that the marks were sequentially propagated, thus an earlier founded mark is considered more reliable than lately founded ones. Hence, N L left-most forward and N R right-most backward marks are to be combined into a single mark sequence. To define N L and N R so that the combination process can be done with ease, the centering point of the most coincident forward-and-backward mark pair is chosen to make a common split on the two mark sequences. Then N L and N R are set to the number of marks in the left-sided split forward sequence and in the rightsided split backward sequence, respectively. In the combined mark sequence, if the interval d between the most coincident forward-and-backward mark pair is too small compared to the neighboring pitch periods p L and p R (i.e., violating the constraint set by MinPR), this pair will be merged into one mark located at its centering point. Figure 5 illustrates the split-combine-merge process for a self-designed example, where N L = 2 and N R = 4.
The top plot in Fig. 6 displays the results of the forward and backward mark combination process for the example in Fig. 4 (here, N L = 7 and N R = 3). As can be seen, the final pitch mark arrangement is quite consistent thanks to the reuse of mark orders available in the forward and backward results.
Derivation of F0 Estimates from Pitch Marks
Any F0 instant between two consecutive marks is assigned a value equal to the reciprocal of the time distance between them. However, exception will be made to those marks that are too far away each other to take into account abnormally spaced glottal pulses and possible mark missing errors. As observed from glottalized waveforms of the recorded voice, segments containing interpulse intervals longer than 25 ms usually exhibit almost no periodicity due to the abnormal pulse shape, often associated with only one or two pulses. We set out to choose 25 ms as the maximum period between two pitch marks for deriving voiced F0 values (i.e., the minimum detectable F0 is 40 Hz). The bottom plot of Fig. 6 shows the F0 contour estimated from the pitch marks detected by the proposed method for the same example as in Fig. 1 a. Although the F0 contour obtained by the proposed method is deviated from the referenced one in some parts, the global shape Falling-Rising of a Tone 3 is preserved. Compared to the F0 contour extracted by RAPT, the pro- posed one is a much more complete and accurate representation of the tone.
Experimental Evaluations

Experimental Conditions
We evaluated our proposed F0 parameterization method in combination with a version of the F0 extractor RAPT implemented in the Snack sound library, which is used in the HTS toolkit version 2.1.1 [24] . Two HMM-based synthesis systems were built as follows:
-Conventional system used the original F0 estimates extracted by RAPT for training F0 models. The extraction range was set to 40-400 Hz. -Proposed system used the F0 estimates resulting from the refinement of RAPT's extraction results with our proposed method for training F0 models. Only the F0 estimates of glottalized syllables were refined.
Common System Setups
A phonetically balanced Vietnamese corpus, uttered by a Hanoian female speaker, was used for the experiments. The corpus consists of 1007 training, 50 development, and 50 test sentences, with the total length of about 50 minutes of speech. Speech data was manually labeled at phoneme level. On average, there are 2.7 glottalized tones among the total 11.4 syllables per sentence. To prepare the contextdependent labels, similar phonetic and linguistic contexts of the English system [1] were used, excluding those related to stress, accent and ToBI. Instead, information on tone identity of the current, preceding and succeeding two syllables was added to capture the rich tonal features of Vietnamese. Speech signals were sampled at 16 kHz and windowed by a 25-ms Hamming window with a 5-ms shift. Spectral parameters were the 0 th through 24 th mel-cepstral coefficients obtained by a mel-cepstral analysis technique [26] . Excitation parameter was the logarithm of F0. Each of the spectral and F0 parameter vectors included the static feature and their delta and delta-delta features.
A five-state left-to-right no-skip HMM structure was used. Each state output distribution was composed of spectrum and F0 streams. The spectrum stream was modeled by single Gaussian distributions with diagonal covariance matrices. The F0 streams were modeled by MSDs. Contextdependent HMMs for each of the spectral and F0 parts were constructed with a decision tree based context clustering technique based on the minimum description length (MDL) criterion [27] . Given contextual labels of an input sentence, melcepstral coefficients were generated from a sequence of Gaussian distributions of the context-dependent HMMs using the speech parameter generation algorithm, and emphasized with postfiltering [2] . F0 parameter sequences were generated from sequences of contiguous voiced states, determined based on the MSD-priors of the MSD-HMMs. The generated F0 parameters were used to drive a simple pulse train/white noise excitation. Then the Mel Log Spectrum Approximation (MLSA) filter [28] was used to synthesize a speech waveform based on the generated mel-cepstra.
Parameter Tuning for the Proposed Method
The development set was used to find the optimal values of the MaxPR and CorrThs parameters for the proposed F0 refinement method. Objective measures were the voicing classification error (VCE), including VME and VIE, and the root mean square error (RMSE) of the refined F0 contours. For comparison with the initial F0 contours extracted by RAPT, the RMSE was only calculated for frames that were simultaneously voiced in the initial, refined, and referenced F0 contours. For parameter tuning, only the glottalized syllables in a sentence were of interest. The referenced F0 data for the glottalized syllables were created as follows: -Firstly, pitch marks were automatically detected from RAPT's F0 estimates by using our proposed pitch marking method with some sub-optimal settings (e.g., MaxPR = 2.2, CorrThs = 0.5). -Then, these pitch marks were manually corrected based on the speech waveform. -The corrected pitch marks then were used to automatically derive F0 estimates as described in Sect. 4.4. -Finally, these F0 values were manually corrected by inspecting the speech waveform in order to resolve unexpected situations (e.g., unvoiced speech may appear between two pitch marks even if their time distance is less than 25 ms). Figure 7 shows the performance of our proposed F0 refinement method when varying MaxPR and CorrThs. MaxPR showed consistent trends on the two measures with the turning point at 2.7. As MaxPR increased from 1.7 to 2.7, the VCE (dominant by the VME) and the RMSE decreased. However, these trends were reversed when MaxPR was further increased. Hence the optimal value for MaxPR was fixed at 2.7. Then we set the optimal value for CorrThs to 0.4 because it resulted in the lowest VCE (CorrThs has almost no effect on the RMSE while MaxPR equals 2.7). Table 2 Performances of RAPT and the proposed F0 refinement method on glottalized syllables in the development set. Table 2 compares RAPT to the proposed method with the optimal settings. The proposed method remarkably reduces the VME, and slightly improves the VIE and the RMSE.
Remark on the Resulting F0 Model Sizes
As foreseeable, the proposed system was trained with (2.8%) more voiced frames than the conventional system due to the improved VME of the F0 refinement method. However, the former had unexpectedly much smaller (19.8%) F0 model size (i.e., number of clustered states in the resulting F0 models) compared to the latter, though the tree growing processes of both systems were controlled with the same standard MDL factor of 1.0. If a voiced frame was regarded as a unit of training data for estimating the F0 models as usual, it would mean that more training data leads to less complex model in this particular case. We try to explain this contradiction by considering the fact that F0 is a supra-segmental feature, thus a unit of training data for F0 modeling should be longer than a frame. To confirm this, we made a rough hypothesis that a voiced isle is a unit of F0 data, and examined the correlation between amount of training data in terms of the hypothesized unit Table 3 Number of voiced units in training data and of clustered F0 states for systems trained with different F0 parameterization methods. The same MDL factor of 1.0 was used for the three systems. and resulting F0 model complexity among the systems.
In addition to the conventional and proposed systems, we created a dummy system, whose size of training F0 data lies somewhere in between those of the previously built systems. It is noted that (i) in the conventional system, a F0 contour representing Tone 3 is more likely to be broken into multiple voiced isles than Tone 4 and Tone 6 (ideally, there should be only one voiced isle for a tone) due to their glottalization positions (Table 1) , and (ii) the proposed F0 refinement technique works as a signal-based F0 interpolator for all three glottalized tones (see Fig. 6 for an example of Tone 3). Consequently, a simple way to build F0 data of the dummy system that meets the above data-size requirement is to reuse that of the conventional system and linearly interpolate over undefined F0 regions separating those voiced isles belonging to a single Tone 3. By using this trick, the dummy system would have the number of voiced isles smaller than the conventional system but larger than the proposed one. In terms of the number of voiced frames, a reverse trend would be observed among the systems. Table 3 shows some statistics of the three systems. The resulting number of clustered F0 states of the dummy system also lies somewhere in between those of the other two systems, which is an expected result. Of the three systems, the F0 model size is positively correlated with the number of voiced isles, yet negatively correlated with the number of voiced frames (correlation coefficients are 0.85 and −0.97, respectively) used in the training F0 data. These results resolve, to some extend, the above contradiction on the reverse correlation between training data size and model complexity when a voiced frame was taken as a data unit in F0 modeling, and support the notion that a unit of F0 data should span longer than a frame.
Objective Evaluations
The test set was used to compare the performances of the two synthesis systems. The same objective measures as those in Sect. 5.1.2 were used for the evaluations. Ideal state durations were firstly obtained by forced-aligning natural speech of the test sentences. F0 contours were then generated from these same state alignments for the conventional and proposed systems. Both glottalized and non-glottalized tones were of consideration. Referenced F0 data for the glottalized tones were created as described in Sect. 5.1.2, whereas those for the non-glottalized tones were the original F0 estimates extracted from natural speech by RAPT without any correction. Table 4 shows the performances of the conventional and proposed systems on the test set. As for the nonglottalized tones, the two systems obtain similar results, which means that the proposed F0 parameterization method for the glottalized tones has almost no effect on the synthesis performance of the non-glottalized tones although all the tones were jointly trained. As for the glottalized tones, the proposed system yields a significant reduction in the VME and a slight decrease in the RMSE compared to the conventional system. These are the results of the improvements made by our proposed F0 refinement method reported in Table 2 . However, the proposed system has a slightly higher VIE than the conventional system partly because the F0 refinement method is not able to detect unvoiced speech between closed-distant (less than 25 ms) pitch marks as noted earlier. Figure 8 shows an example of F0 trajectories generated by the two systems compared to the referenced one for a phrase consisting of three glottalized tones. Compared to the conventional system, the proposed system is capable of synthesizing the F0 contours representing the tones that are not only much more complete (due to the significantly lower VME) but also more closely matched to the referenced ones (due to the lower RMSE). Consequently, the proposed system reproduces the tone shape better than the conventional system. By listening to the two outputs, we perceived that the proposed system well generates the tones with clear speech, whilst the conventional system produces heavily hoarse speech with distorted tones. The effect of VIE was not perceptible.
Perceptual Evaluations
We conducted two paired preference tests to evaluate the perceptual effectiveness of the proposed F0 refinement Table 5 Results of the two paired preference tests (Test 1: only F0 was generated, Test 2: all features were generated). method on HMM synthesis. In the first test, speech was synthesized from ideal spectral parameters (extracted from natural speech) and state durations (obtained from forced alignment of natural speech). This is to test the effect of generated F0 contours only. In the second test, speech was synthesized from generated spectral, F0, and durational features in order to test the whole synthesis systems.
Ten native listeners participated in both listening experiments. Each subject was given the texts of 15 sentences randomly selected from the test set, and asked to listen to the corresponding pairs of waveforms synthesized by the two systems in randomized order. With each pair, subjects were required to listen to the whole sentences and give their preference on speech naturalness based on two criteria: tone distortion and hoarseness. They were also asked to mark the syllables that sounded better in the pair and write down the reasons for their judgments. The test results in Table 5 indicate a clear preference toward the proposed system in both tests. The listeners' comments tell us that most of their preferences were based on the hoarseness, while a few of them were based on the tone distortion, of glottalized syllables. This means that although hoarseness and tone distortion often co-occur at the glottalized syllables in a synthesized utterance, the perception of the former is dominant over the latter. It is perhaps due to some masking effect of the noise introduced by a hoarse speech and/or the fact that native speakers have some ability to infer the tones and word meanings in continuous speech, making a hoarse speech easier to notice than a distorted tone.
† Very few comments mentioned non-glottalized syllables. The listeners' comments are consistent with the significant reduction of the VME for glottalized tones of the proposed system compared to the conventional one, and the similar performances of the two systems on non-glottalized tones, reported in Table 4 .
Discussions
The aim of this research is to propose an F0 refinement technique that follows the out-of-the-box use (i.e., without manual intervention) of a conventional F0 extractor for glottalized syllables. Nevertheless, it is still worth considering the behavior of the conventional extractor (in this paper, RAPT) when its parameters are tuned for potentially better performance on those syllables, and compare with the proposed F0 parameterization scheme. The operation of RAPT is controlled by a set of 14 parameters [23, p.509], among which F0 min , F0 max , and t were respectively fixed to 40 Hz, 400 Hz, † Several synthetic speech samples are availble at http://www. slp.is.ritsumei.ac.jp/speech-demo/ieice2015.html Table 6 Performance of RAPT on glottalized syllables in the development set after two tuning iterations. That of the proposed F0 refinement method is also provided for comparison. † † and 5 ms as in the above experiments, while A FACT is unused in the Snack's implementation. In each iteration of parameter tuning, each of the remaining 10 parameters was tuned separately to avoid their co-effects on estimation results, and the one yielded the highest performance improvement had its value fixed for the succeeding iterations. The tuning process was performed iteratively until a stopping condition was met.
With the same evaluation framework as that in Sect. 5.1.2, we have observed that the tuned RAPT consistently showed a trade-off relationship between the VME and, on the other side, the VIE and RMSE. This make it difficult to determine the highest performance improvement for each tuning iteration as well as the stopping condition. Considering the remarkable inferior of the default RAPT compared to our proposed scheme in terms of the VME (Table 2), we set out to employ a tuning strategy for each iteration so that RAPT maximizes its improvement on the VME, compared to the preceding iteration, while maintaining acceptable levels of the VIE and RMSE, compared to our proposed scheme. Specifically, the differences of 5% for the VIE and 20 Hz for the RMSE were used as the tolerable thresholds since these cause remarkably more perceptible buzziness and tone distortion, respectively. When no VME decrease can be further made while the other two measures are kept acceptable, the tuning process is stopped. Table 6 shows RAPT's performance on glottalized syllables in the development set after two iterations of parameter adjustment. The iteration #0 denotes RAPT with default parameters, the same as in Table 2 . In the iteration #1, the weight given to F0 trajectory smoothness FREQ WT was decreased from 0.02 to zero. In the iteration #2, the correlation window size w was decreased from 7.5 to 5 ms. It can be seen that the VME reduction of RAPT was always achieved at the expense of its increases on the VIE and RMSE. After two iterations, no further VME improvement was attainable without making the other two measures exceed the preset thresholds, thus the tuning was ceased. Our proposed F0 † † The RMSE of the proposed method changes after each iteration of RAPT tuning because the number of frames that are simultaneously voiced in three F0 contours (the one estimated by RAPT, the one estimated by the proposed method, and the referenced one) also varies during the tuning process. refinement method had superior performance to RAPT regardless of the adjusted parameters. Even when RAPT obtained a slightly lower VME after the tuning iteration #2, our proposed method had considerably lower VIE and RMSE. Moreover, our proposed method let the parameter adjustment process much more controllable thanks to the fewer parameters for varying (only two, MaxPR and CorrThs) and the less sensitivity of the estimator's performance to different parameter values compared to RAPT.
Conclusions
We have presented an F0 parameterization scheme for the Vietnamese glottalized tones by using a pitch mark propagation algorithm in combination with an F0 extractor. The proposed scheme is capable of deriving more complete and accurate F0 contours representing the tones compared to the simple use of an F0 extractor, thereby significantly alleviating the hoarseness and slightly improve the tone naturalness of a standard HMM-based speech synthesis system. It is expected that the proposed technique is also useful for other tonal languages having glottalization feature such as Chinese [29] . Future work includes extending the proposed technique to other glottalized events [17] and finding a proper way to limit voiced insertion errors. Experiments on the data of other speakers will also be conducted to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method.
